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Around noon on May 2, six of us went to a previously determined location to distribute Dafa 
materials and collect signatures. The activity went smoothly until a Chinese male suddenly 
appeared and started yelling at us. He used dirty words to curse us, and everyone in the vicinity, 
in English. He rudely stopped people who were voluntarily approaching our display to read about 
the true situation in China and signing our petition. We quickly realized that we should not allow 
an evil force to interrupt our Fa promoting. We not only needed to keep righteous thoughts, but 
we also needed to actively destroy the vicious forces.  

As teacher said in his most recent article "Dafa Disciples' Righteous Thoughts are Powerful," "In 
fact, some disciples and sentient beings in different realms who are able to use their supernormal 
abilities in different dimensions have been using their supernormal abilities and gong potency 
(gongli) to take part in wiping out the evil beings that damage Dafa. When some Dafa disciples 
see evil beings, they send out Falun and Dafa's divine powers to eliminate the evil. There are 
also students who have set certain times when the world's assailants who beat people and 
murderers will receive retribution. They have effectively wiped out evil factors and restrained the 
bad people. Actually, every Dafa disciple has abilities. It's just that the abilities do not manifest in 
the surface dimension, so they think that they don't have supernormal abilities. But regardless of 
whether they can manifest in the surface dimension or not, when a person's True Thoughts come 
forth, they are very powerful."  

A western practitioner described to us the whole process of destroying evils that he saw through 
his celestial eye. "When it first yelled, I sensed gloomy air all around, which reflected in our 
dimension as dullness. I saw a huge vicious image in another dimension. I realized I could not 
wait any longer or hesitate; I must stop the evil forces from deceiving and harming people and 
should destroy the evil forces without delay. With this thought, I pressed two Faluns onto the 
evil's ears and shot many Falun into its eyes. It began to yell. My mind-intent stuffed a big Falun 
into its mouth. The two Faluns on its ears began pressing its head tightly and soon the evil's head 
was crushed. I used Falun to wipe it out." At the same time, in our dimension, the practitioner's 
wife called the police. When the police officers arrived, they firmly told the evil-controlled man to 
leave. Just as the evil in the other dimension was destroyed, the Chinese man was taken away. 
Both the evil and the controlled man did not say anything.  

"Soon after, the atmosphere was depressed again. I saw a red-faced evil with two horns on its 
head. All its evil forces were on the horns. I broke the horns and exposed the wounds. I put two 
Faluns on each of its horns. When I used my mind-intent to destroy it, it was completely 
destroyed with nothing left." The teacher said in "Mind Intent" (Zhuan Falun), " For a practitioner, 
one's mind intent dictates supernormal abilities to do things. For an everyday person, one's mind 
intent directs the four limbs and the sensory organs to work, just like the production office in a 
factory: The director's office issues orders to each department of specific functions to carry out 
duties. It is also like the military headquarters: The commander's office gives the order and 
directs the entire army to carry out a mission." I understood that we couldn't let the evil go free. 
The longer the evil did vicious things, the wider its influence and the more it could harm other 
sentient beings. We should destroy evil at the very beginning by using our righteous thoughts and 
not feed the evil demons or allow them to exploit the Fa.  

Practitioner C: "When that Chinese guy shouted most ferociously, a non-practitioner gestured 
towards our picture board and asked, 'How do you explain what is shown here?' (Referring to the 
photos of Falun Gong practitioners that had been beaten to deformity or death in China)" The 



intruder was speechless. The people at the scene didn't like his wildly arrogant behavior, and 
signed our petition letter supporting Falun Gong right in front of him. After he was driven away by 
the police, a female student who had been watching said to us with a smile, "He shut up 
eventually."  

Practitioner B: "After a while, a large number of small demons were shouting and coming at us. I 
sent out many small Faluns to clear them out. One demon was cut in half by a Falun as if by an 
electric saw and the environment was clean again. After handing out materials, Practitioner C and 
I began to do the sitting meditation. Everything became peaceful and harmonious, and the whole 
field around us was full of powerful energy."  

Practitioner D: "An Indian asked if Falun Gong is really like what he read in the China Daily. After 
I told him about the benefits of Falun Gong, he realized that he had been fooled by the 
propaganda of the Chinese media, and he signed our petition. I felt very happy about another 
human being saved due to his own righteous mind."  

On our way home from this activity, we shared our experiences and discovered that we had all 
sent out our righteous thoughts to eliminate evil at the same time. We now have a better 
understanding of the Teacher's newest article.  

In his recent article, "Dafa Disciples' Righteous Thoughts are Powerful," Teacher said, "Since we 
cultivate in the righteous Fa, we should care for and save the beings and people of the world who 
are good. So we should act with goodness in everything we do. Yet removing the evil beings that 
manipulate people to damage humankind is also protecting humankind and sentient beings. Dafa 
is being widely spread, saving all sentient beings. Although those evil beings who are completely 
unsalvageable cannot be saved, they still can't be allowed to do evil without end and thus 
persecute Dafa and its students, and the people of the world. Eliminating evil is thus doing Fa-
rectification, and is also saving the world's people and sentient beings."  
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